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Tripfuser has just 
launched its easy-to-use 
tailored travel service in 
Japan, one of the most 
popular destinations for 
agents and their clients at 
the moment. 

WHILST extremely popular, it is very 
difficult to service tailored trips in 
Japan. Until now. With Tripfuser’s 
gallery of trips ready for agents to 
customise for their clients, designing 
and booking tailored travel in Japan 
just became so much easier!

A must-see country for many 
travellers, the demand for tailored 
trips to Japan is growing by the 
day and with the endless list of 
incredible things to see and do, you 

can understand why. From exploring 
the bustling metropolis of Tokyo and 
marvelling at Buddhist temples in 
Kyoto to discovering the enduring 
traditions of the Samurai and the 
history of the Geisha; all of this and 
more is possible with Tripfuser. A 
land of ancient traditions, stunning 
scenery, cultural complexity and 
unique food; Japan has it all! 

With Tripfuser, agents can instantly 
chat with in-destination experts in 
Japan, with unparalleled insider 
access to the best sights, activities 
and restaurants. Design trips quickly 
and easily for any clients needs; from 
a first-time traveller wanting to see 
it all, to the cherry blossom seekers 
or the adventure traveller wanting a 
week in the snow. Tripfuser’s trusted 
Local Suppliers and Travel Concierge 
are with you every step of the way, 

giving you the confidence to deliver 
the perfect Japan experience.

Explore Tripfuser’s Japan trip gallery 
today. Tailored travel doesn’t need to 
take weeks anymore, with Tripfuser, 
itineraries are typically delivered to 
Agents within 24-48 hours!

View the Japan Trip Gallery HERE.

Email: agents@tripfuser.com 
Phone: 0418 380 447
Website: www.tripfuser.com 

Tripfuser Solves Tailored Travel in Japan

EXCLUSIVE 
TRIPFUSER 
OFFER
Submit a genuine enquiry on 
the Tripfuser platform and 
go into the draw to win a $5k 
Custom Trip to any Tripfuser 
destination! Sign up or log in 
HERE.
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